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A. Current Context
Companies of all kinds in this era reliant upon principles of hierarchy, centralization and
command/control organizational structures are increasingly losing the trust of the general public.
They are also losing the trust and interest of a growing majority of their own employees.
As a consequence, we are now witnessing a rapid acceleration of new players entering the
markets that are poised to disrupt legacy companies by creating business models built upon
principles of decentralization, full transparency, sovereignty and win-win financial logic. New
technologies, open organizational models, and evolved market ecosystem designs are being
leveraged together to offer a superior customer and employee experience built upon a commitment to authentic trust and culturally relevant participation.
Leaders and companies today are looking for new approaches better suited for the current
global reality, and employees are no longer interested in working within a hierarchical context
that denies them agency and influence. In this context, old leadership models designed for a
world where hierarchy and centralization were the rule are on the verge of becoming obsolete.
The old maps for leadership and strategy no longer accurately describe the territory of this
moment, but knowing this truth is only the beginning.
A complex array of deep seated assumptions created the old maps, and changing the map
without getting to the bottom of the mental models that birthed it gets us nowhere. In the end,
we may intend to build trust, we may intend to solve problems, we may intend to evolve and
change but without the skillful means that help us shift our foundational ways of thinking, being
and acting we remain stuck.
The work is to get to the surface of the assumptions that went into the map-making in the
first place, otherwise all we manage to do is reinforce the outcomes we are attempting to
change.
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B. Opportunity
The majority of leadership development, organizational design and innovation strategies
used today have not kept pace with the unprecedented challenges facing the world. There is a
surprisingly simple explanation for this situation. As a society we have entered into a transitional
phase of our evolution, a phase described in the field of evolutionary biology as a time of
creative collapse.
During the evolutionary phase of creative collapse the dissonance in the ecosystem grows
increasingly intense. This dissonance moves through accelerating feedback loops and reaches a
point where the ecosystem either evolves or dies. Leadership that was useful in the period
preceding creative collapse is now a liability and cannot navigate such a foreign and difficult
landscape. In other words, leadership that is not explicitly trained how to expand - mentally,
physically, emotionally and spiritually - into consistent pressure quickly becomes maladaptive.

Authentic Trust
Decentralization
Shared Power
Win-Win Regeneration
Low Trust
Hierarchy
Command + Control
Extraction

Yellow is the danger zone.

Evolve or Die

“We have entered the yellow zone.”
The Demand Upon Leadership Has Shifted - The Chasm and S-Curves

When an organization or person comes under intense levels of pressure and conflict
it is common for a regression to occur as a way to cope with the unknown reality. As a
consequence, old tools, systems and strategies will be utilized, and they will never
work. When they don’t work, regressive control strategies increase; amplifying the
conflict and deepening the dissonance.
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In such an evolutionary context the survival of an organization is dependent upon
the ability of leaders to develop the internal strength and capacity to facilitate difficult,
dangerous, challenging conversations that challenge the status quo. Under evolutionary pressure, leaders not trained to expand into the unknown terrain will collapse into
maladaptive strategies and tools in an attempt to seize control and find familiarity
where there is nothing but uncertainty. We see the symptoms of this collapse in most
sector’s of society, and it is why we find ourselves facing historic levels of distrust in
almost every form of leadership.

C. Solution
The key is a reimagining of strategy and leadership. Leadership that is built upon
impeccably open and transparent communication, that encourages voices to emerge
from the edges of the ecosystem, and that is capable of building shared meaning
inclusive of tension and conflict is the only form of leadership coherent in the current
context. When these leadership qualities are in place, every voice in the ecosystem can
contribute to the conversation around strategy, and authentic trust grows. We call this
process designing leadership for the loss of control.

We have ample evidence from nearly every barometer of trust1, and from a simple
daily eye test, that leadership across the globe is not answering the bell and is instead
dangerously slipping into deeper states of regression. It is very hard to transition from a
strategy reliant upon designing leadership for control to one that thrives in an unknown
evolutionary context where control is impossible, but when the right tools and practices
are applied leadership and strategy can evolve.
Whoever seizes the opportunity to embody and apply these evolutionary tools and
practices is poised to win significant market share and change the way the public,
governments and corporations understand - and practice - leadership and strategy.

__________________
1 Societal leaders (global, corporate, government, and media) are distrusted Edelman's Trust Barometer
2022. 80% of the people are not engaged at work. In Europe, this is 89%. Gallup's State of the Global
Workplace. These results are there despite the US366 Billion that are invested globally in leadership
development mentioned earlier.
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DEEPENING OUR
UNDERSTANDING OF
THE MOMENT: SHIFTING
FROM CONTRACTION
TO EXPANSION
I.

A Regression into Authoritarian & Reactive Leadership

“Whenever the map is confused with the territory,
a 'semantic disturbance' is set up in the organism.
The disturbance continues until the limitation of
the map is recognized.”
- Alfred Korzybski

When looking at the vast majority of institutions and organizations throughout the
world post-covid, we can see that they are grounding their leadership and business
strategies in incoherent system maps. They have system maps built for the pre-yellow
zone phase of evolution. Now that we are living in the yellow zone - evolve or die these maps are creating a host of problems and conflicts that are ushering in a deep
sense of resignation and despair in a majority of people around the globe.
The negative consequences born of this incoherence touches nearly everything in
our world, and predictably we are living in a time where trust has been fractured. When
trust disappears in this way, cultures, societies, organizations and individuals regress
into a landscape of unhealthy authoritarian, command and control leadership. Such
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leadership, and the strategies that emerge from it, rely atlmost entirely upon single
solutions that are incapable of solving for the complex, existential challenges presenting in the world today.

Weak
Vulnerable
Economy

A Reactive
Leadership Mind
Creates Distrust.

Reactive
Mind

Distrust

Distrust Destroys
Possibility.

Single
Solution

In the book, “Ten Years to Midnight”, published by PwC in 2020, Blair Sheppard and
his team present five urgent global issues facing the world today and their implications:
Asymmetry (wealth and power concentration in fewer hands), Disruption (the
two-edged sword impacting people’s lives -privacy, addiction, health, control- that
technology brings), Age (with two main groups affected - old people in developed
countries facing the risk of the collapse of the pensions schemes, and young people in
developing countries having none or reduced access to growth and education opportunities), Polarization (increasing tensions in multiple aspects of society), and Trust (we
are in the age of distrust).
At the beginning of this decade, Blair Shepard, PwC, and tens of thousands of
diverse leaders, scientists and institutions made the clear case to the world: we have a
decade (or less) to solve the most pressing existential crisis points on earth or we risk
setting in motion a dystopian future in all likelihood irreversible. Two plus years after
the onset of the pandemic, every single crisis point described in Ten Years to Midnight
is orders of magnitude worse. We have lost critical time in our ten year runway, and
now find ourselves in a widespread state of regressed, authoritarian and reactive leadership where even taking openly about the issues at hand can be difficult and in many
cases impossible.
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II. Contracting Under Pressure

"The challenge for leaders is to righten civilization,
to literally re-invent society. From the ground up,
from the first principle up. From zero point. Because
the old order, the order we are in is imploding.
It's not working and back to normal… we know
is catastrophe. So it's time for leadership to step up
and take responsibility for the whole planet
and that requires integral leadership.”
-Bob Anderson, Founder Leadership Circle
Clearly we are participating in a seismic shift at every level of society. Leadership global, corporate, and government - is unable to adjust and evolve. It is stuck in old
language, incoherent systems, and failed logic.
Our traditional leadership tools and practices built for a context of hierarchy and
“evolutionary normalcy” only produce reactivity and contraction when confronted with
the yellow zone - the creative collapse - period of evolution. They cannot work with the
unknown, as the unknown carries within it its own unique set of signs, symbols and
maps.
The tension between two reactive tendencies: autocratic and passive, points to a
deeper dynamic at the individual and organizational level. The “my way or the highway” approach shrinks the field of possibilities, stifles diversity of thought and experience, and kills real innovation. In a complex contradictory world, this “single solution”
leadership style creates distrust, intensifies wicked problems and eventually worsens
crisis.
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A Traditional, Single-Solution Leadership
Mind Produces a Host of Negative Outcomes.
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As we look at nearly every crisis on the planet may it be wealth inequality, the
climate, local community degradation, or a host of many others we find the same single
solution logic applied with similar results. Single solution leadership, and the strategies
they produce, intensify crisis; they do not solve for them.

III. Expanding Under Pressure

If we are able to deepen our understanding of how evolution works, and how
people and systems grow (or collapse) through pressure and crisis, we can begin to
utilize the tremendous energy of upheaval as a catalyst to develop new leadership
skills. The kind of skills that make it possible to engage uncertainty without cleaving
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to accepted formulas or acting impulsively, skills that allow us to develop an infinity of
evolutionary solutions.
The hard part is that we are seldom aware of the amount of self-deception living in
our identities, personalities and organizational cultures. In predictable times, these
liabilities often don’t make themselves known. In uncertain times where upheaval has
become the only consistency, all of our limitations make themselves known. They
demand our attention. If we do not face them we will not have the knowledge and
strength required to participate in the evolution happening all around ourselves.

This is What Highly Trained,
Expansive Leadership Creates.
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Evolution is messy, it is scary and can shut us down. Evolution is also transformation.
In times like these, it is the job of leadership to create an environment of unprecedented
openness and trust where everything people are experiencing is granted validity.
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The Expansive Evolutionary Leadership
Mind Catalyzes Authentic Trust, Creating
Openness and Strong Economies of Scale.

When a person is in pain, give them space and training to express and work with
their pain. When a person is in despair, give them the tools to explore their despair.
When a person has lost all faith in leaders and their institutions, give them the skills to
navigate this breach of trust. By giving people the skills, tools and practices to work
with their challenges in a loving and supportive way, new language and insights will
surface in the people and the organization. Vital intelligence and creativity to build the
next level of organizational capacity and resilience will emerge. Fail to do this, and the
mass resignation and collapse of trust we are collectively experiencing will simply
accelerate, and our leadership will become increasingly irrelevant and self-destructive.
A small window of time to make evolutionary shifts to our leadership practices and
to add a host of exciting new tools to our leadership toolbox is available to us. It will
take courage - the courage to directly face many difficult realities - but surely we are
up to the task. When we succeed, a new world of possibility, revenue generation and
ecosystem expansion can show up…. Just in time.
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The Evolution of Leadership
Language, Systems, and Logic
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1

Elimination of Local Sovereignty

2

Wealth and Power Concentration

3

Institutional and Ecological Collapse

4

NO Trust

5

Final Destruction of Humanity

FIVE
YEARS
TO A
NEW
DAWN.
Evolutionary leadership
in times of great risk & transition.

